CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR
Automation

- Continuous Pad Printing Process
- Accurate Registration 360° All-Around-Print
- Highest Print Quality, also in metallic Inks
- Multi-colored Executions
- Fast Color and Motive Changes
- Very simple Operation
- Capacity up to 15,000 parts/hour

New Printing Unit – Patented!

Revolutionary Pad Printing Technology

With the focus on flexible and premium system solutions, as well as future-proof production in mind, TAMPOPRINT has further advanced the rotary pad printing process with the CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR. This process enables the continuous printing of cylindrical parts and allows for instance the printing of plastic and metal closures, as well as cosmetic packaging. Print processes therefore become considerably more efficient and productive.
The CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR with its 360° rotary printing process convinces through its registration accuracy for an enhanced process control and herewith accompanying for a better quality and higher precision, compared to conventional pad printing solutions.

The very simple operation is achieved by an easy-view and easily understandable technology, which also contributes for lower set-up costs.

The CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR is both available as single-color, as well as multi-color pad printing machine. With this innovative pad printing machine, highest and brilliant print image quality is achieved, also with the application of metallic inks, e.g. Gold and Silver.

For the illustration of the cliché cylinder, which can be deployed in the machine, new design options are possible with high-tech laser engraving; herewith achieving sharp-edged and high-contrast prints.

The capacity of the CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR, depending on the parts to be printed, amounts to up to 15,000 parts/hour.

As technology leader, we of course offer for the CONTINUOUS CIRCULAR the possibility of an automation solution with mirror printing on LongCaps. Please contact us; we will find a suitable solution for your requirements.